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One of the major thrusts of higher education today is to make college credit

more accessible to people wherever. they m, ay live or work, or whatever their par-

ticular life circumstances. Accessibility currently implies more than open admis-

sions, increased financial aids for minority students or being within commuting

distance for local students. It means 'reaching students where they are at physi-.

cally and educationally. Greater sophistication of telecommunication .-,.!livery

systems now makes reaching potential student audience groups easier. Video and

audio cassettes open up more options for making individual courses availablv

through broadcasts, at local learning centers and even in the home.

Two natural questions arise: 1) why should higher education extend its

efforts to reach out beyond its walls and not only roach students via the mailbox

but indeed provide educational experiences via television. and other media directly
4 ,

into studentS' homes? and 2) what kinds of people are interested in a multi-media

off7-campus'approach to college' education? Is there an actual adult clientele

not now being Served? The focus 'of this study is on the second question, but a

brief examination of the firSt question, "the why," will put the question of "for

whom" into better perspective.

Paper read at the American Educational Research Association, New Orleans,
Louisiana, February 26, 1973. This study was funded by the Office of Education
under OEG-072-,0457.
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The Why

The Open UniveIsity in England began. with some 25,000 students and expects

to reach eventual enrollments of 40,000. Through the use of television, filmstrtps,

textual materials, and audio cassettes the program is designed to provide colle-

giate experiences to English citizens who have not had access to higher education

as have most Americans. Why -would such a program be of interest in this country?

With colleges sprinkled like a pox on a map of this country; why would anyone think

that a college education is not accessible to all? With special financial packages

available to low income students why would anyone think that higher education is

not within the pocketbook range of anyone seriously interested? If one still

persists that not everyone is physically or financially within reach of a college

education, what about correspondencecourses?

Despite these tough questions, interest in the open university concept and

external degree programs in this country has gathered asmomentum that has neither.

reached fruition or peaked yet. This year. Open University courses are being tried

at Rutgers, in Houston and in San Diego. The recommendations of the Commission on

Non-Traditional Study reassert the importance of educational technology and making

higher education truly accessible to adults. (The Chronicle of Higher Education,

February 5, 1973.) Though the higher education establishment is suspicious of

movements that become fads which in turn soon become outmoded, some pundits have

characterized the movement as an idea whose time.has come. The 1973 meeting of the

American Association of Higher Education focused on external degree programs which

suggests that its time is now.

There are probably a dozen reasons, not all of which can be listed here, why

the movement has gained a.foothold in this country where we have recently thought

that higher education was available to all. Onc must first remember that as many as

350 universities and colleges. in the United States are either planning or intend

to become involved in some form of external degree programs (Freedman, 1972).
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Over a hundred years ago the land grant colJeges committed themselves as service

institutions for the citizens of their state. Extension and correspondence services

have gone a long way to meet thee. needs. Yet, the concept of a real college edu-

cation has been synonomous with an on-campus experience.

The recent success of SeSame Street and Electric Company has broken asunder

many traditional concepts about children, television, and learning. Television

college courses are not new but until recently they have been mostly lecture exper-

iences and less than successful for audiences not: attuned to television. These

new efforts with younger children suggest that education via television can and per-

haps must be both educational and entertaining.

Lastly, for the'moment, we must try in our concern for the new 'student (Cros,

1972) to remember the forgotten student, the older citizen beyond the 18-24 a.,?,e,

range whose past and current life circumstances do not permit enrollment on a college

campus. The housewife who finds it difficult to leave the house, the working

young adults who have acquired too many debts to quit work and go L ek to school, and

even the senior citizen who would like to fulfill some unfinished dream are citi-

zens whose educational needs and interests have not been fully tapped.. The con-

cept of the late bloomer is perhaps more appropriate for this population than it

is for a school age population. How many adults awaken again to the need to enrich

their life, to gain more knowledge, and perhaps even college credit in the process

years after they have left school? How many bright, but naive adults have been

frightened. by the thought of college because of a stereotyped image of both them -

self and the college experience?

There are those who would assert that democratic ideals of American education.

will not be fulfilled until higher education is more truly-accessible to all the

citizens. Holding rigidly to the concept that the only true education occurs on

campus may be just as elitist as rigid admissions requirements.
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For these reasons the University of Nebraska in cooperation with other °du-

cat:Lona' institutions in the state is proposing thO deve]opment of a multi-mdia

off-campus college program. The program would utilize an eNistin stal:e-wide

educational television network for broadcasting lessons, video cassettes for

individually paced. instruction would be available at local resource centers, and

audio cassettes, textual materials, and learning hits would he available to students

at home. Freshman and sophomore courses would be offered. The proposed progra,

caned S-U-N (State University of Nebraska), is now in developmePtal stages with

federal support for experimental production. S-U-N plans to use all the media

in a creative fashion.

One of the first program development questions that needed answering was whether

or not there as a potential student clientele within the state.. Market research

is becoming an increasingly used tool of adult and continuing education planners

and 'it certainly has relevance for an external degree program involving the use of

costly educational technology (Iiertling, 1973)

Fbr Whom?

Sample and Methodology- .

Two major population groups were sampled: 1) .,'sigh school. juniors and seniors;

and 2) adults throughout the state. Phone surveys, mailed 4 uestionnaires and per-

sonal questionnaires were used..

One hundred high schools were randomly selected from .tbe state's 450 schools

with fifty high schoclsbeing personally visited and random groups of students

shown a presentation of a slide-narration description' of a. proposed Open University

for Nebraska. Another fifty schools were sent descriptive brochures of the pro-

posed program and were asked to distribute them and accomp_,1Ying- questionnaires.



Both high school groups responded to similar questionnaires. High school adminis-

trators were asked to select students available during a study hall period or an

intact class of a generally required course. There were no indications that this

procedure was grossly violated and the studuLs Selected are presumed to be rea-

sonably representative of the high school population.

Names, addrcoses and phone numbers of adults throughout the state were selected

by assigning random numbers to town:'' phone books, and number of names on a page.

All of the adults were sent a descriptive brochure with a cover letter from the

president: of the University. Half of the adults were asked to complete and return

a questionnaire which accompanied the brochure and t:ho other half were .told that:

within a few days they would he called by phone to give their reactions.

The general procedure for all populations included providing the respondent

with a description of the proposed program, obtaining his or her reactions to ques-

tions. designed to assess level of interest and demographic information on educational

background and experience.

Table 1 summarises the number of adults surveyed by phone and mail and high

school students who were visited and mailed questionnaire..

* * * * * * * * * * * *

Insert Table 1 about here

* * * * * * * *

Comparison of the mailed and visited high school responses on certain demo-

graphic information revealed no significant differences. Adult respondents were

quite repreSentative by ago and area as indicated by the 1970 .census. Despite

the fact that phone calls were made during late afternoon and early evening hours,

significantly more women than men responded to the phone call, while men tended

to complete the mailed survey.
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Results

The results will.be discussed in terms of three major. questions: 1) what were

the general reactions of people to the proposed program? 2) what was the extent

of serious interest after responses were screened? and 3) what were the unique

characteristics and needs of the potential clientele?

What were the general. reactions? Table 2, which follows, summarizes the rear.-

tions of high schobl students and adults to general interest questions. A clear

majority agreed that a. multi-media off-campus collegiate program could be as ef-

fective as current teaching-- learning practices, over 90% felt comfortable enough

with the concept to recommend it to others, and about half stated that. someone

In their immediate family might he interested in the proT:am. These responses

called for little or no commitmentand must be interpreted conservatively-. Those

surveyed were presented with a relatively novel idea for a new educational program

(only about 10% had heard about the program before being questioned). This level.

of positive response does suggest, however, that many people remain open to new

program concepts for higher education.

* * * * * * * * * *

Insert Table 2 about here

*- * * * * * * *

What was the, extent of serious interest in the program? As most social sci-

entists recognize, 'feeling good about a program or concept does not necessarily.

result in behavioral action or change. Sophisticated pollsters realize that not

all of those who favor a political candidate are going .to.vote for him on election

day. Various screening devices are employed to determine the likelihood of a re-

spondent actually .going to the polls. The same problem, perhaps with even more

complications, prevailed for thissurvey.. Being -favorably. .disposed toward the

S -U -N program and expressing an interest in taking courses does not necessarily fore.-

tell actual. enrollment. This is especiallytrue when finanCial limitations or

life circumatances may have a directeffect.onplanning.-
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For these reasons an attempt was made to control for such contingencies by

asking questions which call for background information and expression of a deepr

interest in the program. Respondents were asked. questions about thejr likel.ihood

of enrolling for courses in the fall or at some time in the near future and whether

or not they wished to be put on .a mailing list.' The results for high school stu-

dents and adults are presented in Table 3.

Insert Table 3 about here

* * * * * * * * *

Not reported in this table is the finding that 71% of the teachers, indepen-

dently surveyed, thought they would personally enroll, if an appropriate course

was available. While some teachers were interested in graduate courses, a,sizeable

number wanted undergraduate courses which could strengthen their teaching majors.

To determine the percentage of respondents who would most likely be candidates

.for actual enrollment in a program like S-U-N, the data were subjected to several

screening sorts. Four critical criteria served as the first sort and included:

1) having completed the survey; 2) indicating an interest in taking courses;

3) indicating they would "very likely" take a course in the fall, and 4) expressing

an interest in being put on a mailing list. Finally, after being screened for

favorable responses to these criteria, respondents were further screened on the

basis of their interests and background as indicated by answers to questions re-

lated to their reading habit::;, 'previous exposure to education and civic interests.-

i
.These activities have been found to be highly correlated with participation n

41
adult

education activities (Grabowski, 1972). Somewhat arbitrarily, the cutoff on this

Screening sort was established to be a positive response to at least two acti-

vities and experiences from a list of four. The results of this 'screening process

are presented in Table 4.
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Insert Table 4 about here

Th:i.s screening process can be envisioned as a siftilm!, process with each sieve

(criteria sort) resulting in. fetwer likely clientele candidates. This process 11:15

been-demons trated in Figure I. It is important to note that this process remalw,

incomplete. There are at least thre6 more sorts which will take. place, but: for

which data arc not: available, Do those :interested feel they have access to suff-

cleat funds and will their life circumstances permit enrollment? (Preliminary

results of a follow-up survey now being conducted suggests that typical tuition

costs do not significantly reduce the percentage interested.) A yet to be complei.

survey of California residents suggests estimated enrollees in an external. degree

program to be 150,000 (McGrath, 1973). Of course the final sort is actual enrollm:

Though the results must be interpreted conservatively, it is worth noting that

it is possible that included in the non-respondent group in the phone and mil

adult groups were some who might he potential students but who were not inclined

to complete a questionnaire.

*

Insert Figure about here

* * *

Finally, what were the unique characteristics and needs of the potential.

target audience? Table 5 compares the interested. and not interested adult phone

respondents on several key variables. The interested group was younger on the

average and better educated. It also iuCiuded more active readers and partici-

Pators in community affairs. There was no significant difference in sex or 'number

of children. 'However, the most noteworthy finding was the tremendous diversity

of the interested group which certainly cannot be called homogeneous. hile

of those expressing an interest 1n the program were not high school graduates,

.19% were college graduates. Though the mean age of the int6tested.adUltwas
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significantly lower than the non:-interested, over half of these interested' were

over 30 years old.

* * * * * * * * ,' * *

insert Table 5 about here

* * * * * * * * C

Reasons for being interested in the program wore as varied as were the bach-

greud!,;,however,. most of the given reasons clustered around convenience and

being able to work at their own pace. Although perL;onal euriAment holds an in-

terest. for many adults, this sampled population were also intereSted in basic col-

lege courses. Table 6 presents the first and second choices of those surveyed

from among a list of college courses presented.

* * * * * * C * *

Insert Table 6 about here

* * * * * * * * * * * *

Interested high school students tended to be juniors who were hoping to ac-

colerate their educational program while still in high school or seniors who did

not: plan to attend a residential college. The most prominent disadvantage students

listed for such a program was fear of lack of personal attention,

Implications

There arc important implications from theSe findings for those considering or

r.i.,nning open universities and external degree programs. First of. all, though they

may not generalize equally well to other states, the results suggest that a signi-

'ficant percentage of the population would pursue higher education if it was readily,

available, convenient and relevant. (Preliminary results of a regional survey

suggest. Consistent findings.) There are people. interested in learning and in

higher education whose life circumstances do notpe&tit enrollment on a college
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The. hetexogeneity of the potential clientele is awesome as well as challenin.

If the learning experiences are to meet the needs and interc:scs of individuj

student, a great variety of supplemnory or optional alternn[iv course .r.Jerial

will have to be designed. Methods of insLructini t1v old ond young, the hl,gnlv

motivated and the student with a history of failacwill have to tliat

'aTe beneficial, for all. This is ;.J quest yet unfulfilled in the coll(T,e unpus.

clasf=;room, but it is even more challeiv,ing ir] new ',;tudonts 11[UL-iv,



TABLE 1.

NUMBER OF PERSMS SAMPLEfl THI: VAEOUS 'COPULATION CA1ffONF.S

.-
High S('honi Students

Visited %lied

Oriinal Sample 1600 515

Useable Questionnaires 1564 500

Did not Answer Phone

or Mail Returned NA NA

Answered Phone, but

Expred No Interest

and/or Did Not Com-

plete Survey NA NA

Total. Countable

Responses 1564 500

Total Surveyed -- 3533

General Adults

lihoned Na 11 ed.

850 850

400 240

176 55

19/f* 555*

674 795

In all instances reported in further tabulations, this group is

entered into calculations as being not interested.
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GENFRAL,RECTID::S SATPT

ili.h SchtH

Students

General.

Aeults

Teachers and

Schoo1

Yes, I believe that a stdOnt

can learn as much in a multi-

mediaapproach.as in a regular

classroom.. 69% 68X' 90%

I. would recommend this pro ram

to people I how who are capable

of handling college work. 90% 94% 96%

Yes, someone in my immediate fam-

ily tight be :interested in taking

a course, 47% 15%* NA

* Calculated or the basis of all sampled, :including non -respondents
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TA I31,1: 3

EPIWS(.ION OF SfTTOUS rNTMST IN ±NE.S4 PWGRAN.

1.. I would like. to earn. college

credit in prograM like tbc

one described.

2. It is "Very Likely" or "Somewhat

Likely" that I would. Sign up for

one or two courses next fall.

3. It is "Very Likely" tint I would

sign up Ior one or two courses

next fall.

It is "Very Likely" that I might

sign up for courses sometime in

the future.

5. I would like to be put on a mailing

list to receive more information.

Hicil School Study:fts General A6Ots':.

Visit -- Nail Phone ---------

66% 66% 20% 12Z

46% 47% 13% 6.7%

15% Pe/
v/0 6,3% 2.1%

26% 25% NA 4%

47% 37% 45% 13%

* All percentages presented for adults are based on the

total sample, not just the respondents.



TABLE 4

SCRHNIN0 P)TCESS FOP. POTENTIAL S7P-N CHENTII

FOR SM'.(AS OF INTERV- LIYELTHOM FOX MOLUIENT

C' ,ocreeol i
T
tcou;

1. Completed survey

2. Said they would be interested

in taking courses..

Adult ResPondeut:3 HiP,11 School Pespondonts

Mail Phone

30Z

12%

3, It crested in taking courses

:Ind said likelihood was

\7ery Likely," 2.1%

4. Interested in taking courses,

likelihood "Very Likely"

and wanted on %Mug list

5. Interested in taking courses,.

likelihood "Very Likely.,"

Wanted on mailing list,'

and. have favorable interests

and background.

1.8% cy

1.6%

6.8%, 11%

80% 100%

20% 66%

6.2% 5.5%

2.7% 4.1%
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FIGURE I

S---U-N POTENTIAL CLIENTELE SCREENING*

TOTAL POTNTTAL ADULT CLIENTELE
100Z

(1970 Nebr. Census i-ndlc;Ite 1:1 1:(2 89!: ,000 poonle 21 v,.,r and ovcr in st;.'.tc,)___^.---,---------------,--
.6:IPLETED SU1ZVEY

ADULTS HIGH S(1106), STUDYNTY

100%P 80% M = 30%

\

YES, I WOULD TAKE COURSES
ADULTS HIGH SCHOOL :THnim's

P = 20% 11 -.., 12% 6GZ

IT IS "VERY LiF.ELY" I UOULD TAKE COURSE n TEE FALL
1

ADULT'S 111011 SCHOOL

11%

PUT

P = 6.8% M = 2.1%

IPUT ME ON THE MAILING' LIST
1

ADULTS HIGH SCHPOL STUDENTS
P = 6.2% M = 1.8%

.

5.5%
, i

.. FAVORABLE MYER ESTS }ii\CKGEOUN1)S
ADULTS

P = 2.7% n = 1.6%
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

4.1%

ACCESS TO SUFFICIENT
FUNDS
???.

LIFE CIRCUMSTANCES
FAVORABLE

???

P = Phone Survey Respondents

M = Mali. :.-;1A-rvey Respondents

ACTUAL
ENROLLMENT

???

* All percentages based on total

sampled, not acturi1 1---

spandents,
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TABLE 5

CaiPAR,ATIVE rvorTLE OF INITRESTLD AN!) NOT INLRSTr:n ADi.I cLTENTIT

(*ased or Phone Survey Dat;.1)

Interestd 'Not. Intoret.1

Age (Mean) 35: 47

Over 30 597 77%
Over 40 317 61%
Over 50 14% 44%

Sex -- Male 37% 34%
Female 63% 66%

Number of Children (eap) 1.8 1.8

Occupation
Business Professional 19% 14%
Skilled - Semi-skilled 22% 20%
Farmers Ranchers '3%. 47
Housewives 287 31%
Students ' 13% 8%
Clerical 2% 6%
Retired 2% 13%

Education.

Less than sigh School 4% 14%
Some High School 13% 12%
High School. Graduate 42% 37%
Some College 37% 20%
College. Graduate

interests and Activities

19%, 17%

Have taken. Adult Education
or Correspondence Course 46% 27%

Read ilawlzines or Books
Regularly

.7

697r,

Have been College. Students 4(?)

349

Active in. Civic, Community

41%Affairs 43%
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COURSES OF INTEREST

lii frTh SC11 001

1st; Choice

ART 1.4%.

(\ CCOU NT INC 177

BI OLOGY 14%

P11 ILOS OPHY 3%

PM'S 1 01,0C Y
. 3%

3' SY CHOLOGY
. 16%

SOCIOLOGY 7%

OTHERS 26%

S t.uicn r

1JIL Choice .

_....______..........._.._
211i.: Cho N.

,

8% 5"

157 ? 4% 13%

61

12% 5%

7% 37, %

6% ........ 97

20716% ° .. .16%

19% 8% 23X

'15% 37% 207,
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